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Abstract
The notion of the Milnor number of an isolated singularity of a hypersurface has been generalized
to the so-called “Milnor class” in such a way that the degree of the zero-dimensional component of
the Milnor class is nothing but the Parusin´ski generalized Milnor number. The Milnor class of a local
complete intersection in a smooth compact complex analytic manifold is defined, up to sign, by the
difference of the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class and the virtual class or the Fulton–Chern class.
In this paper, for certain reasonable morphisms we relate the Milnor classes of the target variety and
the source variety via certain classes of the morphism, in particular, using the bivariant theory due to
Fulton and MacPherson.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The so-called Milnor class M(X) [1,4,22,30] of a local complete intersection X
in a complex analytic manifold M is a “class” version of the Parusin´ski generalized
Milnor number [18,19] and defined to be (up to sign) the difference between the Chern–
Schwartz–MacPherson class C∗(X) of X [14,23] and the virtual Chern class Cvir(X) [4,8,
Example 4.2.6], [9]. More precisely,
M(X) := (−1)dimX(Cvir(X)−C∗(X)),
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where Cvir(X) := c(TM|X−NXM)∩[X] with NXM being the normal bundle of X in M .
In [17] we showed general product formulas for the Milnor class, which is for the Milnor
class M(X1 × · · · ×Xr) of a finite Cartesian product of local complete intersections Xi .
In particular, for X× Y we have
M(X× Y ) = M(X)×M(Y )+ (−1)dimYM(X)×C∗(Y )
+ (−1)dimXC∗(X)×M(Y ), (0.1)
and when Y is nonsingular we have
M(X× Y )= (−1)dimYM(X)×C∗(Y ). (0.2)
For the sake of simplicity, from now on, we consider the following class with the sign
(−1)dimX deleted:
M0(X) := Cvir(X)−C∗(X).
We still call it the Milnor class. Whatever formula is obtained for the class M0 holds for
the original Milnor class M with appropriate signs being added. For example, note that
the above formulae (0.1) and (0.2) hold for M0 with the signs(−1)dimX and (−1)dimY
deleted.
It is a naïve and natural question how one could generalize these formulas, for example,
how one could express the Milnor class M0(X×˜Y ) of a fiber bundle (temporally denoted
X×˜Y ) in terms of the Milnor classes of the base variety X and fiber variety Y , or more
generally, for a morphism f :X → Y , how one could express the Milnor class of X in
terms of the Milnor class of Y and some kind of classes of the morphism f . Since the
Milnor class M0 is the difference of the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class (CSM class)
and the virtual Chern class, the question is reduced to that for the CSM class and the virtual
class. In this paper we give some partial solutions for this question. For a smooth morphism
f : X˜→X, which is a generalization of fiber bundles with smooth fibers, we will show that
M0(X˜)= c(Tf )∩ f ∗M0(X). (0.3)
Here Tf is the relative tangent bundle of the smooth morphism. Note that (0.2) is a very
special case of (0.3). When it comes to the case of singular fibers, then Tf is not available
any longer and the problem becomes much harder and at the moment we do not have a
general formula other than the general product formula forM(X1×· · ·×Xr) given in [17].
However, for a certain morphism which is “close” to smooth morphism and requires the
local constancy of the topological Euler–Poincaré characteristics of the fibers, i.e., a so-
called Euler morphism (see [3,10,23]) we can obtain some formulas similar to (0.3). The
setup is as follows. Suppose that E is a holomorphic vector bundle of rank k over a possibly
singular complex analytic variety M of dimension n + k and s :M → E is a nontrivial
section, and let X be the zero of the section s. Then for such a data, with i :X→M being
the inclusion, we set
M0(E, s) := ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(M)− i∗C∗(X) and M(E, s)= (−1)dimXM0(E, s).
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Let π : M˜ → M be an Euler morphism, let X˜ = π−1(X) and let f : X˜ → X be the
restriction, which is also an Euler morphism. Then our formula is the following:
M0(π∗E,π∗s)= γ (1π) •M0(E, s). (0.4)
Here γ (1π)• is a bivariant-theoretically defined homology operation. In particular, if the
ambient variety M is nonsingular and the section s is regular, then we have
M0(π∗E,π∗s)= j∗
(
γ (1f ) •M0(X)
)
. (0.5)
Here j : X˜→ M˜ is the inclusion. Furthermore, if π : M˜ →M is smooth, then we will see
that (0.5) implies j∗M0(X˜) = j∗(c(Tf ) ∩ f ∗M0(X)). Thus the formula (0.3) says that
this pushforward j∗ can be dropped.
The main technique we use in the present paper is the so-called bivariant theory due to
Fulton and MacPherson [10].
In Section 1 we recall some basic materials such as the bivariant theory and we
prove (0.3) in the smooth morphism case and (0.4) in the Euler morphism case in
Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Throughout the paper the homology group is the Borel–
Moore homology group or homology group with closed supports.
1. Preliminaries
LetF(X) be the Abelian group of constructible functions on a compact complex analytic
variety X. Then for a morphism f :X→ Y the pushforward f∗ :F(X)→F(Y ) is defined
by
f∗(λ)(y) :=
∑
W
aWχ
(
f−1(y)∩W),
where λ=∑W aW1W and each W is a reduced and irreducible subvariety of X. Then F
becomes a covariant functor with this pushforward. Deligne and Grothendieck conjectured
and MacPherson [14] (cf. [13,24]) proved that there exists a unique natural transformation
C∗ :F→H∗
satisfying the normalization that the value of the characteristic function 1X of a nonsingular
variety X is equal to the Poincaré dual of the total Chern cohomology class. This
transformation C∗ is called the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class transformation, to
emphasize that it is a transformation, and the total homology class C∗(X) := C∗(1X)
is called the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class of X whether X is singular or not. In
particular
∫
X
C∗(X) = χ(X), the topological Euler–Poincaré characteristic of X. To be
more precise, MacPherson proved that there exists a unique natural transformation
C∗ :F→A∗.
Here A∗ is the Chow group theory, i.e., the group of analytic (or algebraic) cycles modulo
rational equivalence [8]. Then the above transformation C∗ :F→H∗ is the composite of
the transformation C∗ :F → A∗ and the cycle map transformation cl :A∗ → H∗ (see [8,
§19.1 and Example 19.1.7]).
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Let M be an (n + k)-dimensional complex analytic manifold, and let E be a rank k
holomorphic vector bundle over M . Let s be a regular holomorphic section of E, and set
X := s−1(0), which is an n-dimensional local complete intersection. Then the following
class is called the Milnor class of X:
M0(X) := Cvir(X)−C∗(X) and M(X) := (−1)nM0(X),
where Cvir(X) is the virtual homology class of X defined by
Cvir(X) := c(TM|X −E|X)∩ [X] = i∗c(TM)
i∗c(E)
∩ [X],
where i :X→M is the inclusion. For the Milnor class, see [1,2,4,21] (cf. [20]), [25,30].
Let us consider the Milnor M0(X) in the ambient manifold M . By the projection
formula and by the following “localization” theorem ([8, Proposition 14.1] and [26,
Theorem 4.1])
i∗[X] = ck(E)∩ [M], (1.1)
we obtain
i∗M0(X)= ck(E)
c(E)
∩ c(TM)∩ [M] − i∗C∗(X). (1.2)
Although the Milnor class i∗M0(X) in the ambient manifold has a demerit in the sense
that it is not a homology class of the variety X, it has the following merit: the right-hand
side of (1.2) can be expressed as
ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(M)− i∗C∗(X)
and this is an absolutely well-defined homology class even if the ambient variety M is
singular and even for an arbitrary nontrivial section s :M → E; it is a homology class
completely determined by the data of the bundle E (for the part ck(E)
c(E)
∩ C∗(M)) and the
section s (for the part i∗C∗(X)). So, in this sense, let us denote this class simply by
M0(E, s) and M(E, s) := (−1)dimXM0(E, s).
Or, following another notation µ(X,M) of the Parusin´ski’s generalized Milnor num-
ber [19], it can be also denoted by M0(X,M). It is worthwhile to make some comments
on the part ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(M). In the case when M is a compact complex manifold, the integral∫
M
ck(E)
c(E)
∩ C∗(M), i.e., the degree of the zero-dimensional component of ck(E)c(E) ∩ C∗(M),
is denoted by the symbol χ(M,E) in [19], and by the symbol χ(M|E) in [20]. Thus we
denote this class by C∗(M|E) [30]. A geometric meaning of this class is the following
Theorem 1.3 [21, Proposition 1.3]. Let S be a Whitney stratification of a possibly singular
complex analytic variety M , let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over M and let Z be
the zero of a holomorphic section s :M → E which intersects, on each stratum of S , the
zero section of E transversely. If we let ι :Z→M be the inclusion, then we have
C∗(M|E)= ι∗C∗(Z).
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In this sense the above “generalized ambient Milnor class” M0(E, s) or M(E, s) is a
class measuring the “nontransversality” of the given section s.
Now, for a later use we recall the Fulton–MacPherson bivariant theory (for more details
see [10]). A category where a bivariant theory is defined has to be equipped with a
class of maps called “confined morphisms” and a class of commutative squares called
“independent squares”, which satisfy certain axioms (for details see [9, §2.1]). In this paper
confined maps are proper maps and independent squares are fiber squares. A bivariant
theory B on such a category C with values in an Abelian category is an assignment to each
morphism
X
f−→ Y
in the category C a graded Abelian group
B(X
f−→ Y )
which is equipped with the following three basic operations (BO-I), (BO-II) and (BO-
III), and which satisfy the following seven axioms (A-1)–(A-7). The ith component of
B(X
f−→ Y ), i ∈ Z, is denoted by Bi (X f−→ Y ).
(BO-I) (Product operations) For morphisms f :X→ Y and g :Y → Z, the product
operation
• :Bi(X f−→ Y )⊗Bj (Y g−→ Z)→ Bi+j (X gf−→ Z)
is defined.
(BO-II) (Pushforward operations) For morphisms f :X→ Y and g :Y → Z with f
proper, the pushforward operation
f∗ :Bi (X
gf−→Z)→ Bi (Y g−→Z)
is defined.
(BO-III) (Pullback operations) For a fiber square
X′
g′
f ′
X
f
Y ′
g
Y
the pullback operation
g∗ :Bi (X f−→ Y )→ Bi (X′ g−→ Y ′)
is defined.
(A-1) Product is associative: For a diagram X f−→ Y g−→ Z h−→ W and α ∈
B(X
f−→ Y ), β ∈ B(Y g−→Z) and γ ∈ B(Z h−→W),
(α • β) • γ = α • (β • γ ) ∈ B(X hgf−→W).
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(A-2) Pushforward is functorial: For a diagram X f−→ Y g−→ Z h−→ W and α ∈
B(X
hgf−→W),
(gf )∗(α)= g∗f∗(α) ∈ B(Z h−→W).
(A-3) Pullback is functorial: For a double fiber square
X′′ h
′
f ′′
X′
g′
f ′
X
f
Y ′′ h Y ′
g
Y
and α ∈ B(X f−→ Y ),
(gh)∗(α)= h∗g∗(α) ∈ B(X′′ f
′′
−→ Y ′′).
(A-4) Product and pushforward commute: For a diagram X f−→ Y g−→ Z h−→ W
and α ∈ B(X gf−→ Z), β ∈ B(Z h−→W),
f∗(α • β)= f∗(α) • β ∈ B(Y hg−→W).
(A-5) Product and pullback commute: For a double fiber square
X′ h
′′
f ′
X
f
Y ′ h
′
g′
Y
g
Z′ h Z
and α ∈ B(X f−→ Y ), β ∈ B(Y g−→Z),
h∗(α • β)= h′∗(α) • h∗(β) ∈ B(X′ g
′f ′−→ Z′).
(A-6) Pushforward and pullback commute: For a double fiber square
X′ h
′′
f ′
X
f
Y ′ h
′
g′
Y
g
Z′ h Z
and α ∈ B(X gf−→ Z),
f ′∗
(
h∗(α)
)= h∗f∗(α) ∈ B(Y ′ g′−→ Z′).
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(A-7) Projection formula: For a fiber square
X′
g′
f ′
X
f
Y ′
g
Y
a morphism Y h−→ Z, α ∈ B(X f−→ Y ) and β ∈ B(Y ′ hg−→ Z),
g′∗
(
(g∗α) • β)= α • g∗(β) ∈ B(X hf−→Z).
(C-SC) A bivariant theory B is called commutative (respectively, skew-commutative)
if the following holds: For a fiber square
X′
g′
f ′
X
f
Y ′
g
Y
and α ∈ B(X f−→ Y ) and β ∈ B(Y ′ hg−→Z),
g∗(α) • β = f ∗β • α
(respectively, g∗(α) • β = (−1)deg(α)deg(β)f ∗β • α).
(GT) Let B,B′ be two bivariant theories on a category C. Then a Grothendieck
transformation from B to B′
γ :B→ B′
is a collection of homomorphisms
B(X→ Y )→ B′(X→ Y )
for a morphism X → Y in the category C, which preserves the three basic
operations of product, pushforward and pullback, i.e.,
(a) γ (α • β)= γ (α) • γ (β),
(b) γ (f∗α)= f∗γ (α), and
(c) γ (f ∗α)= f ∗γ (α).
A bivariant theory B is a highly sophisticated generalization of a pair (B∗,B∗) of a
contravariant (ring-valued) functor B∗ and a covariant (group-valued) functor B∗. Indeed,
for a given bivariant theory B we define
B∗(X) := B(X→ pt),
which becomes a covariant functor and is called the associated covariant functor. On the
other hand, we define
B∗(X) := B(X id−→X),
which becomes a contravariant functor and is called the associated contravariant functor.
Most covariant and contravariant theories such as homology theory, K-theory, algebraic
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K-theory, Chow theory, etc, extend to bivariant theories. In this paper we deal with the
bivariant theory F of constructible functions and the bivariant homology theory H, which
will be recalled in Section 3.
2. The smooth morphism case
A morphism f : X˜ → X is smooth (of relative dimension d) if f is flat of relative
dimension d (i.e., for all subvarietiesV ofX and all irreducible componentsV ′ of f−1(V ),
dimV ′ = dimV + d) and that the sheaf of relative differentials Ω1
X˜/X
is locally free
(e.g., see [8,11]). Smoothness is preserved under the base change, i.e., for any morphism
g :X′ →X and the fiber square
X˜′
g′
f ′
X˜
f
X′
g
X
the morphism X˜′ →X′ is also smooth (of relative dimension d). Here we cite the following
theorem from Teissier’s article [27] (cf. [15, Chapter 1, Proposition 3.24], [16, III.10]):
Theorem 2.1 [27, Simplicity Theorem, p. 584]. Let f :X → S be a flat morphism of
complex spaces and x ∈X. The following are equivalent:
(i) there is an S-isomorphism of germs (X,x) (S ×Cd, s × 0) where s = f (x),
(ii) f−1(f (x)) is nonsingular of dimension d at x ,
(iii) Ω1X/S is locally free of rank d at x .
Theorem 2.2. Let M be an (n+ k)-dimensional complex analytic manifold, and let E be
a rank k holomorphic vector bundle over M . Let s be a regular holomorphic section of E,
and set X = s−1(0). Let π : M˜ →M be a smooth morphism. Let E˜ = π∗E, s˜ = π∗s and
set X˜ = s˜−1(0), which is nothing but π−1(X). Let f = π |X˜ : X˜→X be the restriction of
the smooth morphism to the variety X˜. Then the following formula holds:
M0(X˜)= c(Tf )∩ f ∗M0(X). (2.2.1)
Proof. All we have to do is to show the following two formulas:
C∗(X˜)= c(Tf )∩ f ∗C∗(X) and Cvir(X˜)= c(Tf )∩ f ∗Cvir(X).
We let i :X→M and j : X˜→ M˜ be the inclusions, and thus we have the following fiber
square:
X˜
j
f
M˜
π
X
i
M
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Since π : M˜ →M is smooth, we have
c(Tπ)= c(T M˜ − π∗TM),
hence we have
c(Tf )= j∗c(Tπ)= j∗c(T M˜ − π∗TM). (2.2.2)
Then the second formula can be seen as follows:
Cvir(X˜) = j∗c(T M˜ − E˜)∩ [X˜]
= j∗c(π∗TM + T M˜ − π∗TM − π∗E)∩ [X˜]
= (j∗π∗c(TM −E)∪ c(j∗(T M˜ − π∗TM)))∩ [X˜]
= (f ∗i∗c(TM −E)∪ c(Tf ))∩ [X˜] (by (2.2.2))
= c(Tf )∩
(
f ∗i∗c(TM −E)∩ [X˜])
= c(Tf )∩ f ∗
(
i∗c(TM −E)∩ [X])
= c(Tf )∩ f ∗Cvir(X).
For the first formula we go back to the constructible function level. Since 1X˜ = f ∗1X, it is
nothing but the following:
C∗(f ∗1X)= c(Tf )∩ f ∗C∗(1X).
This is immediate from the following commutative diagram ():
F(X) C∗
f ∗
H∗(X)
c(Tf )∩f ∗
F(X˜)
C∗ H∗(X˜)
which follows from the following commutative diagram [29, Theorem (2.2)] and the fact
that the cycle map cl :A∗ → H∗ satisfies that cl(c(Tf ) ∩ f ∗(a)) = c(Tf ) ∩ cl(f ∗(a)) =
c(Tf )∩ f ∗(cl(a)) [8, Proposition 19.1.2 and Example 19.2.1]:
F(X) C∗
f ∗
A∗(X)
c(Tf )∩f ∗
F(X˜)
C∗ A∗(X˜)
The keys of the proof of [29, Theorem (2.2)] are [7, Proposition 3.5] and [8, Proposi-
tion 1.7]. ✷
3. The Euler morphism case
In the previous section we consider cases more general than fiber bundles with compact
smooth fibers. In this section we consider a much more general case where fibers are also
possibly singular. Then we cannot consider the relative tangent bundle Tf any longer.
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However the operation “c(Tf ) ∩ f ∗” has a reasonable substitute when f is a so-called
“Euler morphism” in the sense of Fulton–MacPherson [10] (see also [3,23]). In this section
we need the bivariant theory of constructible functions and the bivariant homology theory.
The bivariant group F(X f−→ Y )= F0(X f−→ Y ) is defined by
F(X
f−→ Y ) := {α ∈F(X) | α satisfies the local Euler condition with respect to f },
and Fi (X f−→ Y ) = 0 for i = 0. Here we say that a constructible function α ∈ F(X)
satisfies the local Euler condition with respect to f at a point x ∈ X if for any local
embedding (X,x)→ (CN,0) the following equality holds
α(x)= χ(Bε ∩ f−1(z);α),
where Bε is a sufficiently small open ball of the origin 0 with radius ε and z is any point
close to f (x) (cf. [3,23]). Here
χ(A;α) :=
∑
n∈Z
nχ
(
A∩ α−1(n))
is the Euler–Poincaré characteristic of a set A “pondérée par” α. If a constructible function
α ∈F(X) satisfies the local Euler condition with respect to f at every point of X, then we
simply says that it satisfies the local Euler condition (with respect to f ). Note that
F(X
id−→X)= {α ∈F(X) | α is locally constant on X}.
From now on a constructible function satisfying the local Euler condition shall be simply
called a bivariant constructible function. For a morphism f :X→ Y , if the characteristic
function 1X is a bivariant constructible function, i.e., if 1X ∈ F(X f−→ Y ), then we say that
f is an Euler morphism.
It follows from the definition that any locally trivial map is Euler, hence a projection map
of a fiber bundle is Euler and a smooth map is Euler because of Theorem 2.1(i). However,
Eulerness does not imply smoothness because, for example, a projection map of a fiber
bundle with the fiber being singular is certainly Euler but not smooth. As the following
example shows, Eulerness does not imply local triviality either.
Example 3.1 [6, Remark (3.5)]. First consider the following example (suggested by
Ohmoto): Let X = {(x, y, z) ∈ C3 | x2 + y2 + z = 0} ∪ {the z-axis} and let f :X → C
be the restriction to X of the projection p :C3 →C to the third factor C. The Milnor fiber
at the origin is homotopic to the disjoint union of circle (i.e., the vanishing cycle) and one
point, thus the Euler–Poincaré characteristic of a nearby fiber in a small neighborhood of
the origin is equal to one. Hence at the origin it satisfies the local Euler condition, but it is
not a local trivial fibration. At every point of X off the origin the map f is a local trivial
fibration. Thus f is Euler but not a local trivial fibration. Since the above map f is not
proper, we modify it a bit in order to get a proper map. Consider the following surface E
in P2 × P1:
E := {([x0 : x1 : x2], [w0 :w1]) ∈ P2 × P1 |w0x20 + (w0 +w1)x21 +w1x22 = 0}.
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Let
X :=E ∪ ([1 : 0 : 0] × P1)∪ ([0 : 1 : 0] × P1)∪ ([0 : 0 : 1] × P1)
and let f :X→ P1 be the restriction to the subvariety X of the projection P2 × P1 → P1
to the second factor. Then just like the above example, at the three distinguished points
([1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1]), ([0 : 1 : 0], [1 : −1]), ([0 : 0 : 1], [1 : 0]) the Milnor fiber of f is
homotopic to the union of the circle and one point and otherwise f is locally trivial off
these three points. Hence f :X→ P1 is Euler but not a local trivial fibration.
To emphasize that 1X is considered as a bivariant element, we denote it by 1f . The three
basic bivariant operations on F are defined as follows:
(Product operations): For morphisms f :X→ Y and g :Y → Z, the product operation
• :F(X f−→ Y )⊗ F(Y g−→Z)→ F(X gf−→Z)
is defined, for α ∈ F(X f−→ Y ) and β ∈ F(Y g−→Z), by:
(α • β)(x) := α(x) · β(f (x)),
i.e., α • β := α · f ∗β.
(Pushforward operations): For morphisms f :X→ Y and g :Y → Z with f proper, the
pushforward operation
f∗ :F(X
gf−→ Z)→ F(Y g−→ Z)
is defined, for α ∈ F(X gf−→ Z), by:
(f∗α)(y) := χ
(
f−1(y);α).
(Pullback operations): For a fiber square
X′
g′
f ′
X
f
Y ′
g
Y
the pullback operation
g∗ :F(X f−→ Y )→ F(X′ g−→ Y ′)
is defined, for α ∈ F(X f−→ Y ), by:
g∗α := g′∗α,
which is the usual (functional) pullback.
It is known that these three operations are well-defined (e.g., see [6,23,31]) and that they
satisfy the seven axioms (A-1)–(A-7), and certainly F is commutative. As a consequence
of the well-definedness of the bivariant pushforward, we can see that for a morphism
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f :X → Y , if α ∈ F(X) satisfies the local Euler condition with respect to f , then
the pushforward f∗α ∈ F(Y ) is locally constant, i.e., the Euler–Poincaré characteristics
χ(f−1(y);α) of the fibers “pondérée par α” are locally constant, in particular that if f is
Euler, then the Euler–Poincaré characteristics χ(f−1(y)) of the fibers are locally constant.
Indeed, this can be seen by using the pushforward
f∗ :F(X
idY f−→ Y )→ F(Y idY−→ Y )
for the diagram X f−→ Y idY−→ Y and the above-mentioned fact that F(Y idY−→ Y ) consists
of locally constant functions on X.
The bivariant homology theoryH(X→ Y ) (see [3,10,31]) is defined by: for a morphism
f :X→ Y and for i ∈ Z,
H
i (X→ Y ) :=Hi+2m(Y ×M,Y ×M −Φ(X)),
where φ :X → M is an embedding into a smooth manifold of real dimension 2m and
Φ := (f,φ) :X→ Y ×M is an embedding. It turns out that the definition is independent of
the embedding φ :X→M . Then as in the case of the above bivariant constructible function
theory the three basic bivariant operations can be defined for the bivariant homology theory
and satisfy the seven axioms (A-1)–(A-7), and H is skew-commutative.
In [10] Fulton and MacPherson conjectured a Grothendieck transformation γ :F→H as
a bivariant analogue of the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class transformation C∗ :F →
H∗ and Brasselet solved this conjecture; namely
Theorem 3.1 (Brasselet [3, III, Théorème]). There exists a Grothendieck transformation
γ :F→H
such that if X is nonsingular, then
γ (1π)= c(TX) ∩ [X],
where π :X→ pt is a map to a point and 1π := 1X ∈ F(X π−→ pt).
Suppose that α ∈ F(X f−→ Y ). Then α induces the homomorphism
αF :F(Y )= F(Y → pt)→F(X)= F(X→ pt)
defined by
αF(β) := α • β = α · f ∗β.
Next, we note that for the morphism X→ pt the homomorphism
γ :F(X)= F(X→ pt)→H∗(X)=H(X→ pt)
is nothing but the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class homomorphism, because when
restricted to all the morphisms X → pt γ is a natural transformation satisfying the
normalization condition that the value of the characteristic function of a nonsingular
variety is the Poincaré dual of the total Chern cohomology class, as stated in the above
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Brasselet theorem. Hence by the uniqueness of the Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class
transformation the above homomorphism γ :F(X)→ H∗(X) is nothing but the Chern–
Schwartz–MacPherson class transformationC∗. Now, as a corollary of the above Brasselet
theorem, since the Grothendieck transformation preserves the three basic operations, it
follows that the following diagram is commutative:
F(Y ) C∗
αF
H∗(Y )
γ (α)H
F(X) C∗ H∗(X)
Here γ (α)H is defined by
γ (α)H(a) := γ (α) • a.
The above diagram is called a Verdier-type Riemann–Roch for Chern–Schwartz–MacPher-
son class associated to the bivariant constructible function α [6,29]. In particular, if f is
Euler, we have the commutative diagram
F(Y ) C∗
f ∗
H∗(Y )
γ (1f )H
F(X) C∗ H∗(X)
This commutative diagram implies that for any element a ∈ Image(C∗ :F(X)→H∗(X))
γ (1f ) • a = C∗f ∗C−1∗ (a). (3.2)
Therefore, since C∗(Y )= C∗(1Y ) and f ∗1Y = 1X we get that
γ (1f ) •C∗(Y )= C∗(X).
And, in general we have
γ (1f ) •
(∑
W
aWC∗(W)
)
=
∑
W
aWC∗
(
f−1(W)
)
.
In this sense Theorem 2.2, i.e., (2.2.1) says that
M0(X˜)= γ (1f ) •M0(X). (3.3)
To see this, firstly we observe that the homomorphism C∗ :F(X)→ A∗(X) is surjective,
because for any subvariety W ⊂X C∗(W)= [W ] + lower classes and hence by induction
on dimension the class [W ] can be described as a finite linear combination of Chern–
Schwartz–MacPherson classes of subvarieties. Therefore
Image
(
C∗ :F(X)→H∗(X)
)= Image(cl :A∗(X)→H∗(X)).
Thus, since any polynomial (or power series) in the Chern classes of vector bundles on
X operate on A∗(X) (see [8, Remark 3.3.2]) and also by [8, Proposition 19.1.2], we have
Cvir(X) ∈ Image(C∗ :F(X)→H∗(X)). Hence we can see that
M0(X) ∈ Image
(
C∗ :F(X)→H∗(X)
)
. (3.4)
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Secondly we note again that a smooth morphism is Euler, due to Theorem 2.1(i). Thus,
from (2.2.1), the commutative diagram () and (3.2) we have
M0(X˜) = c(Tf )∩ f ∗M0(X)
= C∗f ∗C−1∗
(M0(X))
= γ (1f ) •M0(X).
So, as long as we use the bivariant theory, the fiber can be singular and, instead of
c(Tf ) ∩ f ∗M0(X), we can consider the class γ (1f ) •M0(X). However the above
equality (3.3) does not hold unless the fiber is nonsingular. As a counterexample consider
the simple situation that X˜ := X × Y , where X and Y are both singular local complete
intersections in smooth varieties. In this case we have (0.1) in the Introduction, i.e.,
M0(X˜)=M0(X)×M0(Y )+C∗(X)×M0(Y )+M0(X)×C∗(Y ),
however we have
γ (1f ) •M0(X)=M0(X)×C∗(Y ).
Indeed, since we can expressM0(X)=∑W aWC∗(W) as pointed out above, we get
γ (1f ) •M0(X) = C∗f ∗C−1∗
(∑
W
aWC∗(W)
)
=
∑
W
aWC∗
(
f−1(W)
)
=
∑
W
aWC∗(W × Y )
=
∑
W
aW
(
C∗(W)×C∗(Y )
)
=
(∑
W
aWC∗(W)
)
×C∗(Y )
= M0(X)×C∗(Y ).
Here we use Kwiecin´ski’s theorem [12, Théorèmes 1 and 2] that C∗(A× B) = C∗(A)×
C∗(B) for varieties A,B .
Before going further we pose the following naïve problem:
Problem 3.5. Suppose that X,Y,Z are local complete intersections in smooth compact
analytic manifolds. And let X f← Z g→ Y be a pair of Euler morphisms f and g, and
we assume that the morphisms f and g also satisfy the condition that the product
f × g :Z → X × Y is also an Euler morphism (for example, satisfying the condition
that for any points x ∈ X and y ∈ Y f−1(x) and g−1(y) intersects at just one point or
intersects transversely). Then give general conditions for the diagram X f← Z g→ Y so that
the following equality holds:
M0(Z)= γ (1f×g) •
(M0(X)×M0(Y ))+ γ (1f ) •M0(X)+ γ (1g) •M0(Y ).
Or compare the classes.
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When Z =X× Y , f = pr1 :X× Y →X and g = pr2 :X× Y → Y are the projections,
it is now obvious that the above equality holds; thus a positive solution to this problem
would be a generalization of (0.1).
Now, a basic formula for the class M0(E, s) similar to (3.3) can be stated as follows:
Theorem 3.6. Let M be a possibly singular complex analytic variety, E a holomorphic
vector bundle of rank k over M , s :M → E a nontrivial section and X be the zero of the
section s. Furthermore let π : M˜ →M be an Euler map and X˜ be the zero of the pullbacked
section π∗s : M˜ → π∗E. Let i :X→M and j : X˜→ M˜ be the inclusions and f : X˜→X
be the restriction of the Euler map π to both the source X˜ and the target X. Then the
following formula holds:
M0(π∗E,π∗s)= γ (1π) •M0(E, s). (3.6.1)
In particular, if M is nonsingular and s :M→E is a regular section, then
M0(π∗E,π∗s)= j∗
(
γ (1f ) •M0(X)
)
. (3.6.2)
Proof. First note that the Eulerness of a morphism is preserved by the base change,
because the pullback is well-defined. Hence f : X˜→X is also Euler. First, as we observe
before, we note that
γ (1f ) •C∗(X)= C∗(X˜), γ (1π) •C∗(M)= C∗(M˜).
Since, by the definition,
M0(E, s)= ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(M)− i∗C(X),
M0(π∗E,π∗s)= ck(π
∗E)
c(π∗E)
∩C∗(M˜)− j∗C(X˜),
all we have to do is to show that
γ (1π) • i∗C∗(X)= j∗C∗(X˜),
γ (1π) •
(
ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(M)
)
= ck(π
∗E)
c(π∗E)
∩C∗(M˜).
Indeed, they can be seen as follows:
γ (1π) • i∗C∗(X) = j∗
(
i∗γ (1π) •C∗(X)
) (by (A-7))
= j∗
(
γ (i∗1π) •C∗(X)
)
= j∗
(
γ (1f ) •C∗(X)
)
= j∗C∗(X˜).
γ (1π) •
(
ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(M)
)
= γ (1π) •
(
ck(E)
c(E)
•C∗(M)
)
=
(
γ (1π) • ck(E)
c(E)
)
•C∗(M).
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Here, since
ck(E)
c(E)
∈Heven(M id−→M)=H even(M),
it follows from (C-SC) that
γ (1π) • ck(E)
c(E)
= π∗ ck(E)
c(E)
• γ (1π).
Therefore the above sequence of equalities continues further as follows:
=
(
π∗ ck(E)
c(E)
• γ (1π)
)
•C∗(M)
= ck(π
∗E)
c(π∗E)
• (γ (1π) •C∗(M))
= ck(π
∗E)
c(π∗E)
•C∗(M˜)
= ck(π
∗E)
c(π∗E)
∩C∗(M˜).
(3.6.2) follows since M0(E, s)= i∗M0(X):
γ (1π) •M0(E, s) = γ (1π) • i∗M0(X)
= j∗
(
i∗γ (1π) •M0(X)
)
= j∗
(
γ (1f ) •M0(X)
)
. ✷
Now it is easy to see that (3.6.2) furthermore implies the following:
Corollary 3.7. Let the situation be as in Theorem 2.2. Then we have
j∗M0(X˜)= j∗
(
γ (1f ) •M0(X)
)
.
Hence Theorem 2.2 claims that the pushforward j∗ can be in fact dropped in the above
formula.
So far we have discussed the pullback of the Milnor class. Finally we discuss a bit about
the pushforward of the Milnor class. This is reduced to analyzing the pushforward of the
Chern–Schwartz–MacPherson class, or equivalently the pushforward of the characteristic
functions, because, if we let the situation be as in Theorem 3.6 and for the moment we do
not assume the Eulerness of π , by the projection formula we have
π∗M0(π∗E,π∗s) = π∗
(
ck(π
∗E)
c(π∗E)
∩C∗(M˜)− j∗C∗(X˜)
)
= ck(E)
c(E)
∩ π∗C∗(M˜)− i∗f∗C∗(X˜)
= ck(E)
c(E)
∩C∗(π∗1M˜)− i∗C∗(f∗1X˜).
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So, for example, if π : M˜→M is a blowup of M along the singular locus Y of X, then we
get the following naïve formula:
π∗M0(π∗E,π∗s)=M0(E, s)+ some extra homology classes supported on Y .
Corollary 3.8. Let the situation be as in Theorem 3.6. Then we have
π∗M0(π∗E,π∗s)=
∑
k
χπk · ik∗M0(Ek, sk). (3.8.1)
Here M = ⋃Mk is the topological connected decomposition of M , Ek := E|Mk ,
sk := s|Mk , ik :Mk → M is the inclusion and χπk is the topological Euler–Poincaré
characteristic of any fiber of the Euler morphism πk : M˜k = π−1(Mk)→Mk .
In particular, if f : X˜→X is a smooth morphism over a topologically connected variety
X, then we have
χf ·M0(X)= f∗M0(X˜). (3.8.2)
Proof. For (3.8.1) we use that 1M˜ =
∑
k 1M˜k . Thus we have
π∗1M˜k = χπk · 1Mk,
and for each section sk , set Xk = s−1k (0) and X˜k = π−1(Xk) we have
π∗1X˜k = χπk · 1Xk .
For (3.8.2) we use (3.3), which is a bivariant-theoretic interpretation of (2.2.1). Then it
suffices to show that
f∗
(
γ (1f ) •C∗(W)
)= χf ·C∗(W).
In fact,
f∗
(
γ (1f ) •C∗(W)
) = f∗(C∗f ∗C−1∗ (C∗(1W)))
= f∗C∗(1f−1(W))
= C∗(f∗1f−1(W))
= C∗(χf · 1W)
= χf ·C∗(W). ✷
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